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Elation Upgrade for Poppodium Nieuwe Nor, The Netherlands 
 
If you find yourself in the southeast corner of The Netherlands and have a hankering for live music, 
Poppodium Nieuwe Nor with its new Elation lighting system is an excellent spot to satisfy your 
craving. The 400-capacity venue in the city of Heerlen not only hosts a diverse program of music 
from pop and hip-hop to metal, blues and everything in between, it also holds regular club nights 
with DJs and serves as a great location for corporate presentations and other events.  
 
Bigger acts, greater needs 
As Nieuwe Nor was getting in bigger acts with greater lighting needs, the venue’s existing 
discharge-based lighting rig was proving outdated with limited features and color choice, as well as 
restricted output. “It just couldn’t deliver some of the things guest LD’s were looking for,” says 
Youri Gidding, head technician at the venue. Having to replace lamps every year was also taking a 
bite out of the tech budget, he says, and as the contract with their previous supplier was ending, 
the time was right to upgrade. 
 

  
 
“Since we get a lot of different kinds of acts in, the lighting we required needed to be feature 
packed,” states Gidding, who was responsible for the entire lighting system upgrade including 
design, fixture choice, rigging, plots, patching, etc.. “We needed something that could create lots of 
different moods and looks, something that could, for instance, do wide spots with break-up gobos 
or animation effects for slow intimate music but also punchy beams and fast switches between 
looks and colors for club nights or a metal band.” Gidding says he also wanted to move away from 
discharge-based fixtures in order to avoid lamp changes and lower the power consumption. 
Furthermore, he says the fixtures needed to be reliable and from a reputable brand. 



 
 

 
Artiste DaVinci 
After comparing a host of different brands, Gidding chose Elation LED luminaires, a package that 
includes eight of the company’s award-winning Artiste DaVinci™ LED moving spots. The technician 
attended a shootout between the Artiste DaVinci and competitive fixtures, all LED based spots that 
met the requirements for what he wanted. “The DaVinci came out best in the shootout on almost 
all fronts,” he said of the CMY and graphics moving head DaVinci which houses a 300W LED engine 
and 7° to 48° zoom. “The output, color mixing and zoom range were exactly what I was looking 
for.”  
 
The DaVinci fixtures serve as the main spots in the rig and are hung above the stage on two 
electrics. “The light output is plenty to accommodate all the features of the fixture and suitable for 
the larger hall we are planning to build since the fixtures will very likely move there once it’s 
finished.” Nieuwe Nor has existed in its current state since 2007 and is planning to expand with a 
second 650-700 capacity hall set to open in Q3 2020. 
 

  
 
Floor flexibility 
Because the venue is relatively high for its depth and width, Gidding also wanted the flexibility of 
floor-based lighting. “There was quite a big black gap behind the band/DJ so I wanted something 
we could quickly setup and tear down to easily create different designs and effects,” he explains. 
“We have 14 SixBars as our floor package and they can be placed anywhere on stage or throughout 
the hall. Apart from effects, we also use them for side lighting and lighting a cyclorama so decent 
colors were important.” According to Gidding, the SixBar was the only decent strip/bar light of its 
size available. “All the others were from less reputable brands and simply didn’t meet the build and 
optics quality I was looking for. The RGBAW-UV color mixing is awesome and it works perfect for 
what I wanted.” 
 



 
 

In keeping with his desire to avoid lamp changes and lower the power bill, Gidding went with four 
LED-based Protron 3K strobes, which, he says, have similar output to an Atomic 3000. “I also like 
the fact that they try to hide the LED’s somewhat,” he said. “I don’t really like the look of strobes 
that are just a rectangle of lenses / LED chips.” Also in the rig are LED wash lights, 38 ADJ 5P Hex’s 
used as house lights, and 1K tungsten Fresnels and ellipsoidals for front lighting. Demo Productions 
supplied the lighting and audio for the install, which included an upgrade of the PA system.  
 
Stands out 
“Overall I’m very pleased with the Elation fixtures we have and we get very positive responses from 
freelance and guest lighting technicians that come through our venue,” Gidding sums up. “Most are 
a little unfamiliar with the brand but are always very surprised by the rig and what the fixtures are 
capable of. Elation has definitely helped us in becoming a more professional venue that, to 
technicians, stands out among others in the region.” 
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About Elation Professional 
Elation designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of innovative lighting and video products known for their 
excellent efficiency and outstanding performance. As a company in expansion with a presence in a growing variety of 
market segments, chances are you’ve experienced Elation lighting at a concert, special event, TV, theater, late night 
venue, House of Worship, theme park, cruise ship, exhibition, architectural space or elsewhere. For more information, 
please visit www.elationlighting.com 
 
For more information, contact: 
 
Elation Professional US 
6122 S. Eastern Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90040 
USA 
Tel: (866) 245-6726 (toll free) 
Tel: (323) 582-3322 
sales@elationlighting.com 
www.elationlighting.com  
 
Elation Professional EU 
Junostraat 2. 
6468 EW Kerkrade 
The Netherlands 
Tel: +31 (0)45 546 85 66 
info@elationlighting.eu 
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Elation Professional Mexico 
Av Santa Ana 30, 
Parque Industrial Lerma, 
Lerma, Mexico 52000 
Tel: +011 52 728 282 7070 
ventas@elationlighting.com 
www.elationlighting.com 
 


